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Learning Objectives 

• Learn how to create a timeline for your training program 

• Learn how to develop content-based sessions 

• Learn how to construct training materials and best practice manuals 

• Learn how to open the lines of communication between engineers and BIM Coordinators 

 

Description 

Whether your company has a rich history with Revit software or you've recently decided to take the 

plunge, developing and maintaining internal training is a tall order. BuroHappold Engineering New York 

has developed a thorough yet practical internal training program for its offices worldwide and would like 

to share the outcome of the challenges that were faced along the way. With 90% of the projects in our 

New York office being Revit-software based, new engineers have a limited amount of time to adjust to 

the technology and the corresponding company standards. This demand placed an enormous amount of 

pressure on the Building Information Modeling (BIM) Team to create a training program that was fast, 

furious, and efficient. You will leave with a clear understanding of the steps necessary for ensuring that 

engineers are ready to hit the ground running in Revit software projects. 

 

Your AU Expert 

Kayleigh Houde has over 7 years of experience with Revit software, having worked for several 

architectural engineering firms in Philadelphia and New York. She has a BS in Architectural Engineering 

from Drexel University and is currently a Mechanical Engineer for BuroHappold Engineering. Her primary 

roles include model management, training, system design and coordination. Kayleigh's current project 

work includes high-rise residential (Park Row and 626 1st Avenue), universities (Columbia Business 

School and The School of Architecture at Princeton University), and mixed-use development (Hudson's 

Site in Detroit). 

 

I can be contacted directly at the following email address: Kayleigh.Houde@gmail.com 
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Introduction

This session will explore methods for developing internal Revit training. My background is primarily in 

MEP, so the material will be MEP focused, however it could just as easily apply to Architecture or 

Structures. The majority of this information will be covered by my lecture, however this document will 

go in depth regarding tips for organizing your Revit standards and libraries, designing an internal training 

program, and developing follow-up material. 

 

I. Laying the Foundation

Previous to developing any of your training material, there are a few things that you’ll need to get in 

order. Namely, your libraries and your project template.  

 

Libraries

Agreeing to a scheme for the way your browser is organized is key. The recipe that worked best for 

BuroHappold was having separate folders for our family library, project template, shared parameters, 

details, and training material. 

Family Library 

Even the most organized Revit user has to do Spring cleaning in their family library every now 

and again. Developing a system for naming your families is a great first step, I would suggest the 

format “_FAN CENTRIFUGAL” or “_TAG DUCT RISER”. The capitalization helps to differentiate 

your families from manufacturer’s or families from the imperial library. As a second step I would 

recommend combing through your families, ensuring they’re stocked with the proper shared 

parameters and checking that their geometry constraints are functional. Then finally for 

organizing their file structure, the Imperial Library format works well, separating families folders 

by their category: Annotations, Mechanical Equipment, Pipe Accessories, etc. 

Project Template  

Well-developed project templates are key to starting projects on the right foot, which I’ll discuss 

in further detail on page 4. In terms of organizing their placement in your browser- I would 

suggest sticking to one version of this template, for me that was a Revit 2014 version. It allows 

you to pull items like template schedules into older projects. Having only one version also 

eliminates the possibility of error in terms of forgetting to create a 2015 and 2016 version after 

you’ve made changes to your earliest template version.  

Shared Parameters 

Building a solid set of shared parameters can eliminate a myriad of difficulties in terms of 

conforming your families, schedules and tags across your practice. Having a solitary shared 

parameter file also keeps maintenance to a minimum. For example- when RushForth tools rolled 

around we revamped every parameter in our library sticking to the naming format “Equipment 

Name” followed by “Group Name” and finally “Parameter Name”. 

Example: “FAN MOTOR PHASE” 
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This allowed users to easily search the library for their specific family’s needs. For example if 

someone brought in a manufacturer’s fan family, they would simply search fans and add the 

parameters to their family through RushForth Tool’s Parameter Scheduler (as shown in Figure 

1). 

 

Figure 1 | Parameter Organization in RushForth Tools 

Details 

Keeping your details in one central location (a Revit project file) allows users to easily select 

insert views from file and browse to the file and check off the details that they require. In 

addition to our central Revit detail library, we also have folders for CAD and PDF details. 

Ensuring uniformity across the Revit, CAD and PDF versions is key to a consistent deliverable 

regardless of the software platform. 

Training 

Having a central location for all of your training material not only makes it easier on the end 

user, but also on the BIM Coordinator who will be conducting the training. We’ve broken down 

the material into Best Practice Manuals, Cheat Sheets, Exemplar Drawings, Staff Training Matrix, 

and Training Sessions.  
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Project Template

Your project template should embody your company’s standards, containing all of the project essentials 

like fonts, line styles, symbols, tags, system types, project parameters, schedules, and fundamental 

families. It should also be stocked with the intangibles of a great deliverable: worksets and view 

templates (I suppose this is a good time to mention that our project template is based on a project not a 

template so that it can contain worksets). And finally, a few company specific items like the Starting 

View and a well-organized Project Browser. 

 

 

Figure 2 | Template Starting View 

Starting View 

Having a pronounced Opening View, even one with simple functionality like the one shown in 

Figure 2, gives your project order from the very beginning. Our view was created based on a 

Generic Annotation family, with parameters like the Project Name & Project Number. You can 

set this view by going to the Manage tab, clicking on Starting View and choosing your preferred 

Drafting View. 
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Project Browser 

Being able to seamlessly transition between projects is a beautiful thing, a major contributing 

factor is having a consistent Project Browser structure. I’ve found that minimizing the number of 

View Groups is the key to a clean, easily navigated browser. Our Project Browser is organized 

into the following groups: SAVE TO CENTRAL, COORDINATION, DOCUMENTATION, NOTES & 

RISERS, SECTIONS, DETAILS, and 3D (as shown in Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3 | Template Project Browser Structure 
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Fonts & Line Styles 

Possibly the smallest, but the most far reaching facet of a project template are its fonts and line 

styles. I would suggest starting your process by agreeing to a standard font, for BuroHappold 

that was 3/32” Arial Narrow Opaque, however we also have 3/16” Arial Narrow for titles (as 

shown in Figure 4). As far as managing your line styles, start by going to the Manage tab, 

Additional Settings, and Line Styles to view the line styles that are currently a part of your 

template. You won’t have the option of deleting the Revit inherent styles, but you can add your 

own for things like Domestic Hot Water, Domestic Cold Water, etc.  

 

Figure 4 | Fire Protection Standards 

Tags & Leaders 

Deciding upon the aesthetics of tags can be surprisingly tricky, they will of course contain your 

inherent font, but also a specific leader style, shape and line style (as shown in Figure 4). You’ll 

also need several types within your tag families, for example our _TAG PIPE contains a tag for 

pipe size, one for pipe size & system, and one for pipe system.  

Families 

As I mentioned within the Family Library portion, we have an extensive, organized library 

however, we only place the most common and essential families into our template. Those being 

pipe and duct accessories & fittings, tags, sprinklers, fire alarm symbols, electrical devices, and 

basic light fixtures. Figure 4 displays some of our essential families for Fire Protection.  
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Symbol Legends 

Developing a symbol legend is often a carry-over from the days of CAD, you can start by 

importing that legend and using it as a guide to design individual symbols with Generic 

Annotation families. These families can also serve as the medium-detail view of your valve 

families, which helps to create consistency between the symbols legend, your plans and riser 

diagrams. 

 

 

Figure 5 | Symbol Legends 

 

System Types 

The symbol legend serves as a 2-Dimensional location for our pipe and duct system types, 

however it’s essential that the colors and line types align with the 3-Dimensional system types. 

This is easily accomplished by going to Families in the Project Browser, scrolling to Duct Systems, 

right clicking on an existing system, clicking duplicate, and then clicking on the new system, and 

right clicking and going to type properties to adjust its Graphic Overrides and Abbreviation (as 

shown in Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 | Type Properties of Duct Systems 

Project Parameters 

Having a wide-ranging set of parameters that lives outside of your project is great, but choosing 

the select few that will be Project Parameters can be tough. For us, we knew that parameters 

such as _DESIGNATION, _MANUFACTURER, and _LOCATION were essential to almost every 

model object so we added them to the Project Parameters library.  

View Templates 

View templates, in my humble opinion, are the best source of ensuring consistent deliverables. 

By setting up each discipline’s view template, checking off the proper model and annotation 

categories, selecting the correct worksets, and creating filters, any new drawings that you create 

will automatically be 70% complete graphically. 

Worksets 

Worksets add another layer of fidelity of your drawings, particularly when you have all 

disciplines within the same model. Even going as far as Mechanical Pipe vs. Mechanical Duct vs. 

Mechanical Equipment- when you have piping and ductwork on different drawings, but the 

equipment spans both drawings, you need this differentiation. 
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II. Developing Internal Training 

Now that you’ve laid a solid foundation for Revit use across your practice, it’s time to start thinking 

about how to train your staff with that brilliant new material. We’ll start by outlining what your 

company needs, followed by the basic design of your training program, as well as an in depth discussion 

of what each session will entail and finally the development of any follow-up material that your staff will 

need. 

Outlining Your Training Program

Every company has different needs for their staff in terms of who they’ll be training, what they need to 

train them, where the training will be taking place, and when that training will fit into their staff’s 

schedule. While BuroHappold’s training program is certainly not a one-size-fits-all, it’s flexible in the 

sense that you could easily adjust your training to be over a couple of days while maintaining what 

would be taught during that time. 

Who 

Training your entire office at the same time is not only impractical, but it also assumes that each 

user has the same level of ability with the software. Before we implemented our training 

program we assessed each member of the staff’s abilities with our Staff Training Matrix (Figure 

7), marking sessions that they were already knowledgeable in and also those that they would 

need in the coming months. We found that training 1-2 people was the best environment for 

training, it ensured that no one got lost in the herd and that no question was left unanswered. 

What 

Selecting the material that our staff would train with took careful consideration. We wanted the 

material to be company and project specific, while ensuring that the basics of Revit would be 

covered. The easiest way to accomplish this was to begin training with an exemplar project, one 

that contained all of our standard features (tags, families, project browser).  

Where 

Choosing a location for training is dependent on your office layout, but we found that training 

was best suited for a small conference room with a projector for the trainer and laptops for each 

trainee.  This environment allows the trainer to display their material while those training follow 

along, creating an atmosphere where everyone is actively involved rather than passively 

listening to the trainer. 

When 

Deciding upon a timeframe for training was a process of trial and error. The traditional format of 

training requires the attention of those being trained for up to 8 hours per session, this didn’t 

work for us. However, having someone sit in a room for 2 hours-the length of an average college 

lecture, works well. Our material for each of the 5 sessions was designed to fit within the 

timeframe of 2 hours. 
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Figure 7 | Staff Training Matrix 

 

 

Designing Your Training Program

Now that we’ve decided on the timeframe of 2 hours, we have to find a way to break down the material 

into that sections that fit into that span. The thought process being that we would start with the basic 

facets of Revit, then lead into discipline specific 2D modeling techniques,  followed by the hidden 

parametric side of Revit, then perfecting that 2D deliverable, and finally an in depth explanation of 3D 

coordination. In addition, we also decided to offer two specialty sessions one for a BIM Coordinator and 

the other for our senior staff members- BIM for Managers.  

 

 

Session I | Fundamentals 

Exploring the User Interface & Revit Fundamentals 

Session II | Discipline Specific Design 

Designing Discipline Specific Systems in 2D 

Session III | Families & Schedules 

Learning the Far Reaching Effects of Parameters 

Session IV | Documentation Standards 

Perfecting Your Company’s 2D Deliverable 

Session V | Coordination 

Developing a 3-Dimensional Mindset 

Session VI | BIM Coordinator 

The 411 on All of Your Standard Revit Procedures 

Session VII | BIM for Managers 

Work Winning with BIM for Directors & Managers 
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Formatting Your Training Material

Displaying your training material in a concise manner is not only aesthetically pleasing, but it also allows 

users to easily find sections of the training that they’re searching for. Our program was formatted in 

such a way that all of the sessions are listed down the left-hand side, and then it breaks down into 

sections. For Fundamentals (shown in Figure 8) the white boxes indicate each of the 9 sections of the 

program, each of those white boxes corresponds to a video for that session.  Breaking the material into 

smaller videos (5-10 minutes) made the material more navigable and less daunting.  

 

 

 

Figure 8 | Formatted Training Program 
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Developing Training Session Content

Now that we have the initial breakdown of the 5 primary sessions and 2 specialty sessions, we have the 

task of choosing material to demonstrate and an order in which to present it.  

 

Session I | Fundamentals 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Session II | Mechanical 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� INTERFACE TOUR | RIBBONS, PROJECT BROWSER 

� BASIC CONCEPTS | LOCAL VS. CENTRAL 

� SYNCHRONIZING & RELINQUISHING 

� VIEW CREATION 

� VISIBILITY CONTROL 

� MANAGING LINKS 

� WORKSETS & VIEW TEMPLATES 

� USING REVIT SERVER 

� PRINTING 

� WORKFLOW | PLAN, SECTION, 3D 

� DRAWING DUCTWORK/PIPING 

� ADDING INSULATION, ACCESSORIES & FITTINGS 

� USING MODIFY TOOLS 

� ADJUSTING/ADDING SYSTEM TYPES 

� PLACING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT/ AIR TERMINALS 

� CONNECTING TO EQUIPMENT 

� MEP SETTINGS & ROUTING PREFERENCES 

� SETTING APPROPRIATE LEVELS OF DETAIL 

� MECHANICAL VIEW TEMPLATES & WORKSETS 
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Session II | Electrical 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Session II | Lighting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� PLACING ELECTRICAL DEVICES & FIXTURES 

� PLACING SWITCHBOARDS, PANELS & TRANSFORMERS 

� ADDING LOAD S & CIRCUITING 

� DRAWING CABLETRAY & WIRING 

� CREATING PANEL SCHEDULES 

� PLACING FIRE ALARM SYMBOLS 

� ELECTRICAL SETTINGS  

� ELECTRICAL VIEW TEMPLATES & WORKSETS 

� PLACING LIGHT FIXTURES & SENSORS 

� NAVIGATING ARCHITECTURAL LIGHT FIXTURES 

� COPY MONITORING VS. TYPE MAPPING 

� PLACING LIGHT FIXTURES, SENSORS, RELAYS & SWITCHES 

� LIGHT FIXTURE OFFSETS VS. ELEVATIONS 

� FLOOR PLANS  VS. REFLECTED CEILING PLANS 

� UNDERSTANDING VIEW RANGES 

� LIGHTING VIEW TEMPLATES & WORKSETS 

� COPY MONITORING VS. TYPE MAPPING  

� CREATING LIGHT FIXTURE SCHEDULES 

� UTILIZING SCHEDULES TO FIND ELEMENTS 

� CREATING LIGHT FIXTURE FAMILIES 

� ADDING CONSTRAINTS & FORMULAS TO FAMILIES 
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Session II | Plumbing & Fire Protection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Session III | Families & Schedules 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� DRAWING PIPEWORK 

� SELECTING & CREATING PIPE SYSTEMS 

� ROUTING PREFERENCES 

� ADDING INSULATION, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES 

� SLOPING PIPEWORK 

� USING MODIFY COMMANDS 

� ADDING SPRINKLERS & PLUMBING FIXTURES 

� MEP SETTINGS | PIPE SETTINGS 

� PLUMBING & FIRE PROTECTION VIEW TEMPLATES 

� WORKSETS & LEVEL OF DETAIL 

� BACKWARDS COMPATIBILITY 

� SELECTING FAMILY CATEGORIES 

� CREATING FORMS & CONNECTORS 

� ADDING CONSTRAINTS & SHARED PARAMETERS 

� PARAMETER MANIPULATION 

� SUB-CATEGORIES & OBJECT STYLES 

� CREATING SCHEDULES & ADDING PARAMETERS 

� FORMATTING SCHEDULES 

� PRE-MADE SCHEDULES FROM TEMPLATE 

� CREATING TAGS BASED ON SHARED PARAMETERS 
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Session IV | Documentation Standards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Session V | Coordination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� MANAGING LINKED FILES | CAD, REVIT 

� SCOPE BOXES VS. CROP REGIONS 

� SHEET CREATION & MANAGEMENT (ISSUE SHEETS) 

� 000 SERIES | NOTES & SYMBOL LEGENDS 

� 100-400 SERIES | TAGGING METHODS 

� 100-400 SERIES | PART PLAN CREATION 

� 500 SERIES | INSERTING & ORGANIZING DETAILS 

� 500 SERIES | CREATING & EDITING DETAILS 

� 600 SERIES | PLACING & FORMATTING SCHEDULES 

� 700 SERIES | CREATING & PLACING RISER DIAGRAMS 

� WORKFLOW FOR ONGOING COORDINATION 

� CREATING 3D SECTIONS FOR ENTIRE FLOORS  

� UTILIZING NAVISWORKS 

� SETTING CLASH DETECTION RULES 

� UTILIZING CLASH SPHERE 

� UTILIZING GLUE   

� IDENTIFYING SERVICE ZONES PER PROJECT (Figure 6) 

Figure 2 | Service Zones Diagram 
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Session VI | BIM Coordinator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Session VII | BIM for Managers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� PROJECT SETUP | CREATING & LINKING MODELS 

� LEVEL & GRID CREATION 

� SPACE & ROOM CREATION 

� CREATING VIEWS & SHEETS 

� SPLITTING MODELS 

� CREATING & ASSIGNING VIEW TEMPLATES 

� UTILIZING RUSHFORTH TOOLS FOR SETUP SHORTCUTS 

� COORDINATION REVIEW & MANAGING LINKS 

� INTERNAL & EXTERNAL BIM KICKOFF MEETINGS 

� UTILIZING REVIT SERVER 

� UTILIZING COLLABORATION FOR REVIT 

� QA/QC PROTOCALS 

� BIM KICK OFF PROCEDURES 

� UNDERSTANDING LEVEL OF DETAIL PER PROJECT STAGE 

� REGIONAL LEVELS OF BIM  COMPLIANCE 

� BIM EXECUTION PLAN  

� BUROHAPPOLD BIM PROTOCALS & BENEFITS 

� BIM USES | PRODUCTION, INTEGRATED DESIGN, ANALYSIS, 4D 

� BIM IMPLEMENTATION IN PROJECT LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

� SELLING BIM TO CLIENTS 
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Constructing Follow-Up Material

We strongly believe that training never stops. There will always be new versions of Revit that supply 

excellent new tools, requiring some maintenance to your current training program. It’s also a benefit to 

search for the latest add-in software, time saving tools are always welcome. We handle training for add-

ins (like RushForth Tools), by sending out “Cheat Sheets” to our staff. They’re quick ways to reference 

new material without going through formal training, however if a tool does require hands-on training 

we prefer to do that at our MEP BIM Forums each month.  

 

 


